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Abstract
Cognitive modelling uses computer models to investigate psy-
chological theories. To conclude from executions of a cogni-
tive model to the theory, the model needs to be a correct im-
plementation of the theory since a defective cognitive model
may yield wrong statistical figures. We consider three common
reasons for a model to be incorrect wrt. a theory: situations
which unintentionally do not enable any production rule, rules
which erroneously construct undesired declarative knowledge,
and wrongly chosen architecture parameters. Defects of these
kinds are hard to detect since repeated execution and observa-
tion of the model does not guarantee to uncover these defects.
In this work, we give formal definitions of the three kinds of
defects in terms of an existing abstract formal semantics of the
hybrid architecture ACT-R. We demonstrate the application of
formal analysis techniques to ACT-R models to reliably detect
the considered defects and to thereby increase the confidence
that the model behaves according to the psychological theory.
Keywords: ACT-R; Formal Methods; Model Analysis; SMT;
Model Checking

Introduction
In cognitive modelling, computer models are used to de-
scribe human cognitive processes wrt. psychological assump-
tions. Unified theories of cognition and their implementa-
tions (called cognitive architectures) provide means for cog-
nitive modelling. A widely used cognitive architecture is
ACT-R (Anderson, 1983, 2007).

One goal of cognitive modelling in ACT-R is the validation
of psychological theories, i.e., a hypothesis on how a given
task is principally solved by humans. The psychological the-
ory can be validated by constructing an ACT-R model which
(a) correctly implements the psychological theory and (b)
predicts experimental data with sufficient precision. Practi-
cally, figures like average error rates or response times are de-
rived from several executions of the ACT-R model and com-
pared to statistical data collected in experiments. A crucial
aspect of this approach is Aspect (a): the correct implemen-
tation of the psychological theory. The simulation of an in-
correct implementation of a valid psychological theory may
yield statistical figures which do not resemble experimental
data (false negative). For an invalid theory, simulation may
yield resembling figures due to the incorrectness of the im-
plementation (false positive). The psychological theory can

only be rejected if the implementation is correct and the fig-
ures from the simulation do not resemble the experimental
data (true negative). In the latter case, the reason of the inva-
lidity needs to be identified within the psychological theory.

ACT-R is a so-called hybrid architecture with a symbolic
and a subsymbolic layer. Major parts of the symbolic layer
are declarative knowledge (chunks) and procedural knowl-
edge (production rules). The production rules of ACT-R syn-
tactically consist of a precondition part (which is matched
against the current cognitive state) and an action part (which,
e.g., requests modules). The interface between the sym-
bolic and the subsymbolic layer in ACT-R is given by so-
called modules. Modules are requested by production rules
to process declarative information and make them accessible
through associated buffers. The subsymbolic layer is defined
by the behaviour of modules, i.e. the responses of modules for
given requests. For some modules, these responses depend on
numerical parameters, e.g. the decay rate for the implementa-
tion of base-level learning as part of the declarative module.

A defect in general denotes any kind of programming er-
rors in production rules, like simple typing errors, or forgot-
ten conditions or requests, or unnecessary conditions or re-
quests. In this work, we consider the following three partic-
ular defects. Firstly, we distinguish precondition and action
defects following the syntactical structure of ACT-R produc-
tion rules, Precondition defects may have the effect that a
deadlock occurs. A deadlock is a cognitive state where no
production rule is able to fire while the end of the modelled
behaviour has not been reached. Since human participants
do not “get stuck” during typical experiments, a deadlock
may cause a mismatch between human data and figures from
model simulation. Action defects may cause cognitive states
which are not reachable according to the psychological the-
ory. For these cognitive states, unintended production rules
may fire and thereby cause mismatches between human data
and figures from model simulation. Thirdly, we consider in-
appropriate choices of global model parameters (like decay
rate) to be model defects. They may unintentionally affect
figures from model simulation. Today, the common way to
examine an ACT-R model for the presence of such (clearly
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undesired) defects is tedious repeated execution and observa-
tion of the model. This approach does not give any guarantees
for finding an existing defect due to the non-deterministic na-
ture of the subsymbolic layer.

In (Albrecht & Westphal, 2014b), we presented a formal
semantics for ACT-R which enables us to develop automatic
and (semi-)complete procedures for formal defect analyses
of ACT-R models. A first step into this direction consists of
the line of work of (Gall & Frühwirth, 2017), which presents
analyses for confluence in cognitive models based on their
adaptation (Gall & Frühwirth, 2014) of our formal semantics.

In the following we present new formal definitions of the
model defects discussed above and their reduction to logical
satisfiability problems. We demonstrate the feasibility of for-
mal analyses of ACT-R models for the presence of defects
and discuss the potential of this approach to impact the over-
all process of cognitive modelling. Our approach is demon-
strated on (but not limited to) a model of the preferred mental
model theory (Johnson-Laird, 1980).

Motivating Example
Experimental Setting. An important and active field of re-
search is the domain of spatial cognition, and especially spa-
tial relational reasoning, because humans have to constantly
plan and reason in space (e.g. Ragni & Knauff, 2013). A
typical psychological experiment in the domain of relational
spatial reasoning is the following. Verbal statements that spa-
tially relate two objects to each other are subsequently pre-
sented on a computer screen. All statements but the last one
are called premises, they describe valid spatial arrangements
of the mentioned objects. The last relational statement is the
so-called conclusion and participants should state whether the
premises and the conclusion are contradictory.

Table 1 shows an example of a spatial reasoning task. Here,
the conclusion is not contradictory because objects a, b, and
c can be arranged in an order which satisfies both premises
and the conclusion. In the following, we write, e.g., aRb (and
aLb) to abbreviate premise or conclusion “a is to the right of
b” (and “a is to the left of b”).

The Theory of Preferred Mental Models and ACT-R. An
established theory that aims to explain human spatial reason-
ing is the mental model theory (MMT; Johnson-Laird, 1980).
The most recent refinement of the MMT in the spatial context
is the preferred mental model theory (PMMT; Ragni, Knauff,
& Nebel, 2005; Ragni & Knauff, 2013). In the PMMT it
is assumed that participants construct a mental spatial ar-
ray of dynamic size which integrates information given by
the premises. Whether a conclusion contradicts the given
premises is checked by comparing the positions of the sym-
bols in the conclusion with the positions of those symbols in
the spatial array.

An ACT-R implementation of the PMMT is complicated
because the rather stiff structure given by the mental array
needs to be defined in terms of the dynamic structure of ACT-

Premise 1: a is to the left of b.
Premise 2: c is to the right of b.
Conclusion: Is a to the left of c?

Table 1: Spatial reasoning task.

R’s declarative memory and production rule system. Our
straight-forward ACT-R implementation of the PMMT as-
sumes the following cognitive process. First, a premise is
read by the visual module. A production rule constructs a
mental representation of the premise in the imaginal buffer
(bI). For example, for the premise aLb the chunk {l 7→ a,r 7→
b,sym 7→ L}prem of type ‘prem’ is constructed. If the premise
is the first premise, a chunk {p1 7→ a, p2 7→ b}mm of type ‘mm’
(mental model chunk) is constructed which assigns the two
objects to positions. For the second premise, an existing men-
tal model chunk is requested from the declarative module. If
it can be recalled successfully, and the recalled mental model
chunk and new premise share a common object, the new ob-
ject can be assigned to a position in the mental spatial array
as well. For example, the second premise cRb and the mental
model chunk {p1 7→ a, p2 7→ b}mm have object b in common
and constrain the position of object c to the right of b. As a
consequence, c can only be assigned to position p3, resulting
in the mental model chunk {p2 7→ b, p3 7→ c}mm.

A conclusion is verified by requesting the related mental
model chunks from declarative memory and comparing the
according positions. For example, for conclusion aLc both
mental model chunks are recalled and positions p1 7→ a and
p3 7→ c are compared. Here, the conclusion does not contra-
dict the premises because p1 is smaller than p3.

Formal Analysis of ACT-R Models
In the following sections we give formal definitions of the
three kinds of defects described in the introduction in terms of
our formal ACT-R semantics (Albrecht & Westphal, 2014b).
We provide illustrative examples for the three kinds of defects
considered here in a PMMT model, propose a logical encod-
ing of conditions which characterise a presence of the defect,
and report on first experience from using tools to automati-
cally analyse the satisfiability of the resulting formulae (and
thus of the presence of defects).

Deadlock-freedom
We call an ACT-R model deadlock-free if and only if it cannot
get stuck during simulation except when it has reached a final
state. A final state is a cognitive state in which the model
is designated to end (wrt. the cognitive theory), usually by
making an output on console or via the motor system.

In the motivating example, the final states correspond to
solving the given task, that is, giving the answer whether
the conclusion is contradictory or not. For an example of
a highly undesirable and hard to spot model defect, as-
sume Rule upd-mm-p1-cRb would read ‘posR =p2’ instead
of ‘posR =p1’ (which would be well-formed and could be
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(p upd-mm-p1-cRb
=goal >

state r-mm
> premise 1

=retrieval >
type mm
p1 =p1
p2 =p2

=imaginal >
type prem
sym "r"
posL =l
posR =p1

==>
+imaginal >

type mm
p0 =l
p3 =p1

=goal >
state start

)

(p upd-mm-p2-cRb
=goal >

state r-mm
> premise 1

=retrieval >
type mm
p1 =p1
p2 =p2

=imaginal >
type prem
sym "r"
posL =l
posR =p2

==>
+imaginal >

type mm
p2 =p2
p3 =l

=goal >
state start

)

Figure 1: Two production rules integrating the second
premise into the mental model. The rules differ only slightly
thus there is a high risk for e.g. typos and hence for defects.

the result of a simple typo). Then the model would run
into a deadlock situation if premise cRb is presented after
aLb. Hence, the model would not store the information from
premise cRb at all, and thus be unable to solve the task with
conclusion aLc (human participants easily solve that one).
Definition. In order to formally define deadlock-freedom,
we need to recall essential notions from our formal ACT-R
semantics (Albrecht & Westphal, 2014b). A production rule
is a pair r = (ρ,α) which comprises a precondition ρ and an
action α. The precondition ρ is a set of propositions over
buffers and module states. An ACT-R model is a finite set
R = {r1, . . . ,rn} of production rules. A cognitive state (γ, t)
consists of a mapping γ from buffers to chunks (or to the
symbol nil), and a time-stamp t ∈ IR+

0 . A (formal) ACT-R
model, i.e., a set of production rules, induces a timed tran-
sition system on cognitive states as follows. Two cognitive
states (γ, t) and (γ′, t ′) are in transition relation, denoted by
(γ, t) r−→ (γ′, t ′), if there is a rule r = (ρ,α) such that precon-
dition ρ is satisfied in γ, γ′ is obtained by applying α to γ, and
t ′− t is the time needed to execute action α.

Formally, the ACT-R model R = {r1, . . . ,rn} is called
deadlock-free given a set of final cognitive states F (wrt. the
cognitive theory) if and only if R does not have any transition
sequence (γ0, t0)

r1−→ (γ1, t1)
r2−→ . . .

rn−→ (γn, tn), where (γ0, t0)
is an initial cognitive state, (γn, tn) /∈ F is not a final state, and
there is no rule r = (ρ,α) ∈ R such that the precondition ρ

is satisfied by γn. In other words, in an ACT-R model with a
deadlock there exists a transition sequence such that no rule
can be applied anymore although the model has not reached
an outcome described in the cognitive theory.
Analysis Procedure. In the following, we show how to re-
duce the problem whether an ACT-R model R is deadlock-

(goal.state3 = recall−mm ∧goal.premise3 > 1 ∧
retrieval.type3 = mm ∧ retrieval.p13 = p13 ∧
retrieval.p23 = p23 ∧ imaginal.sym3 = r ∧
imaginal.r3 = p23 ∧ imaginal.l3 = l3)

⇒
(imaginal.sym4 = mm ∧ imaginal.p24 = p23 ∧
imaginal.p34 = l3 ∧goal.state4 = start ∧
rule4 = 2)

Figure 2: BMC-encoding of the production rule
upd-mm-p2-cRb (cf. Figure 1). The formula states that
if the cognitive state after the third transition of the model
satisfies the premise of upd-mm-p2-cRb, then the fourth cog-
nitive state may correspond to the action of upd-mm-p2-cRb.

free within the first n transitions to satisfiability checking of
logical formulae. Firstly, note that our definition of deadlock-
freedom is independent of the sub-symbolic layer. That is,
for all matching chunks in the declarative memory, retrieval
can be successful. Thus model R has a deadlock in the sense
of the definition if there is a symbolic execution of the model
that has a deadlock.

Our approach is based on the well-known idea of bounded
model checking (BMC) (Biere, Cimatti, Clarke, & Zhu,
1999). A BMC-encoding of the first n transitions of a transi-
tion system uses n+1 copies of system variables. If the tran-
sition system is induced by a set of rules, one uses n encod-
ings e(r,1), . . . ,e(r,n) of each rule, where e(r, i) characterises
the effect of rule r if cognitive state (γi−1, ti−1) matches the
premise of r. Thus, encoding all possible computation paths
up to a length of n. BMC-encoding can be used to analyse
bounded reachability problems as follows. Any state charac-
terised by a formula ϕ is reachable in exactly n transitions if
and only if the conjunction of the encoded production rules
conjoined with ϕ is satisfiable. For details we refer to (Biere
et al., 1999).

We can formulate deadlock-freedom within the first n tran-
sitions as a BMC problem as follows. We represent a cog-
nitive state γ after the i-th transition, i ∈ {0, . . . ,n}, by the
logical variables b.si for each slot s of buffer b accessed in the
ACT-R model. In addition, we assume an appropriate set of
logical variables which represent the chunks in the declara-
tive memory. In the following we explain the BMC encoding
of production rules. Given production rule r = (ρ,α), the en-
coding e(r, i) is obtained as follows. The precondition ρ is
a set of module and buffers tests. The latter consist of slot
tests of the form s∼ v with slot name s, comparative symbol
∼∈ {=,<,>, 6=}, and a constant or variable name v. If v is a
constant, the slot test is encoded by the logical term b.si ∼ v.
If v is a variable, we introduce a fresh logical variable vi and
encode the slot test as the logical term b.si ∼ vi.
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The action α of a production rule is a tuple (γpart ,λ,C)
consisting of a partial cognitive state γpart , a valuation λ of
module queries, and a set C of chunks. Each assignment in
the partial state γpart is encoded similar to the buffer test in
the precondition. For all buffers b and slots s in γpart , the
encoding is the equation b.si = γpart(b,s). The set C in the
action of a production rule consists of chunks that must be
updated in declarative memory. These updates are encoded
by equations using the logical variables which represent the
declarative memory. If e(ρ, i) and e(α, i) are the encodings of
precondition and action of rule r = (ρ,α) for the i-th transi-
tion, then the encoding of r is e(r, i) = e(ρ, i)⇒ e(α, i). The
i-th transitions of ACT-R model R = {r1, . . . ,rn} are encoded
by the disjunction over the e(r j, i), j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. The initial
goal chunk is assigned to the according slots in γ0.

To analyse deadlock-freedom within the first n steps, we
add logical variables rulei, i ∈ {0, . . . ,n}, and extend e(α, i)
by the equation rulei = j. Intuitively, the value of rulei de-
notes the index of the rule from R which was considered for
the i-th transition; rulei being 0 encodes that no rule was en-
abled after i−1 steps. The formula for the reachability anal-
ysis is the equation ϕ ≡ (rulen = 0). The BMC-formula for
n ∈ IN0 and ϕ is satisfiable if and only if ACT-R model R has
a deadlock after n transitions.

Example. Figure 2 shows the encoding of the production
rule upd-mm-p2-cRb of the ACT-R model of the mental
model theory. Note that buffer actions are resolved directly
in the encoding of the production rules’ actions, i.e., contents
of imaginal and retrieval buffer are encoded as immediately
being part of the successor state. This abstraction is possi-
ble as every transition of the model requires the imaginal and
declarative system to have finished all requests. Module tests
are not encoded as part of the precondition because it is possi-
ble to resolve all module tests for this model during encoding.

The ACT-R model of the mental model theory does only
request chunks of the mm (mental model) type from declar-
ative memory. During a run of the ACT-R model only two
chunks of the type mm are cleared from a buffer and are at
some transition part of C, thus an appropriate representation
of the declarative memory consists of the logical variables
dm j.p0,dm j.p1, . . . ,dm j.p3 for j ∈ {1,2}, which represent
the declarative memory after the first and second premise.

The SMT solver SMTInterpol (Christ, Hoenicke, & Nutz,
2012) is able to prove in a fraction of a second that our BMC-
encoding of the PMMT model is unsatisfiable , thus we obtain
a proof that this ACT-R model is deadlock-free in the first 6
transitions. That is, the production rules of the ACT-R model
are able to process every combination of mental model and
premise.

Correctness of the Mental Model
From many psychological theories, one can derive require-
ments on the content of the declarative memory at particular
points in time. For example, PMMT implies that presenting
the premises aLb and bRc (in this order) yields a declarative

memory which contains exactly the chunks {p1 7→ a, p2 7→
b}mm and {p2 7→ b, p3 7→ c}mm. A defect in the production
rules which assemble the mental model could have a severe
influence on the validity of an ACT-R model wrt. its psycho-
logical theory. A defect might not lead to obviously faulty
behaviour (e.g. a deadlock) but it might influence the statis-
tical data obtained from the cognitive model. Spotting such
errors by simulation is in general tedious and time consum-
ing.

Definition. Let Γpart be a sequence of partial cognitive
states of length n ∈ IN and M = {c1, . . . ,cm} a finite set of
chunks. We call an ACT-R model R mental model correct
wrt. (Γpart ,M) if and only if, for each transition sequence
(γ0, t0)

r1−→ . . .
rn−→ (γn, tn), where ri = (ρi,(γpart,i,λi,Ci)), we

have C1 ∪ ·· · ∪Cn = M and the i-th partial cognitive state
Γpart(i) matches γi. If Γpart (of length n) represents input,
then mental model correctness intuitively requires that after
input Γpart , declarative memory is equal to M.

Analysis Procedure. Checking mental model correctness
can be reduced to a BMC-problem as discussed above with
additional formulae to encode the inputs Γpart and with a goal
formula ϕ which characterises M. We obtain a proper formula
since both Γpart and M are finite.

Example. To illustrate the complexity of the incremental
construction of mental models, Figure 3 shows a part of the
transition graph of the PMMT model. The initial state γ0 has
a transition to γ1 with the production rule attend. Depend-
ing on the premise presented to the model the successor state
may either be γ2l or γ2r with production rule read-relation.
Production rule read-relation modifies the imaginal buffer bI
so that γ2l contains {l 7→ a,r 7→ b,sym 7→ L}prem in buffer bI .
Altogether there are ten rules assembling the mental model:
Two rules processing the first premise and eight rules pro-
cessing the second premise (see time steps t2, t3 and t5, t6 in
Figure 1). The differences between the rules are subtle and
errors are hard to spot; simulation is tedious and time con-
suming, since already this simple example has a total of six-
teen possible combinations of premises and therefore as many
simulations have to be executed.

For the formal analysis of mental model correctness,
premises are encoded. For example premise aLb and bRc
are encoded by the formulae imaginal.l2 = a∧ imaginal.r2 =
b∧ imaginal.sym2 = L and imaginal.l4 = c∧ imaginal.r4 =
b∧ imaginal.sym4 = R. We check if the cognitive state after
the input is combined in memory (see time step t6 in Fig-
ure 1) with ϕ = ¬(dm1.p1 = a∧ dm1.p2 = b∧ dm2.p2 =
b∧dm2.p3 = c). The encoding can only be satisfied if there
is a computation path that assembles a wrong representation
of the inputs in the declarative memory.

SMTInterpol (Christ et al., 2012) checks the resulting 16
BMC-encodings for satisfiability again in a fraction of a sec-
ond. During these analyses, the SMT solver found a satisfy-
ing valuation of the logical variables for one combination of
premises. Thus there is an input sequence on which the con-
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γ0 γ1
attend

γ2r

γ2l

read-relation

read-relation

γ3r

γ3l

aLb

aRb

γ4r

γ4l

attend

attend

γ5rr

γ5rl

γ5lr

γ5ll

read-relation

read-relation

rea
d-re

lati
on

read-relation

γ6rr

γ6rl

γ6lr

γ6ll

s2-bRc

s2-cRb

s1-cLb

s1-bLc

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

bI := {l 7→ a,r 7→ b,sym 7→ L}prem

bI := {p1 7→ a, p2 7→ b}mm

{p1 7→ a, p2 7→ b}mm ∈ dm s2-bLc

s2-cL
b

s1-cRb

s1-bRc

bI := {l 7→ c,r 7→ b,sym 7→ R}prem {p2 7→ b, p3 7→ c}mm ∈ dm

Figure 3: Transition graph of the first six transitions of the ACT-R model of the preferred mental model theory. Cognitive
states are depicted as nodes, transitions are labelled with the production rules. Cognitive states for the sequence of transitions
γ0

attend−−−→ . . .
s2−blc−−−−→ γ6rl are annotated with parts of their cognitive state. The states illustrate the construction of a mental model

from the premises aLb and cRb. The imaginal buffer is depicted as bI , declarative memory as dm.

sidered ACT-R model did not assemble the expected mental
model. This shows that the original ACT-R model in fact had
a defect that was not found during implementation. The in-
correct model resulted from assigning an incorrect variable to
slot p2, probably a nasty copy-and-paste error.

Timing Feasibility

When modelling PMMT in ACT-R, a crucial aspect is the use
of the declarative memory. In the ACT-R theory, the time and
probability for retrieving a chunk from declarative memory
depend on the activation of chunks. Activation in turn de-
pends on different assumptions on human memory process-
ing, e.g. spreading activation, where the similarity between
the buffer contents and the chunks in the declarative mem-
ory is considered and base level learning, where the history
of chunk constructions and retrievals is considered. In an
ACT-R cognitive architecture where only base level learning
is enabled, the activation is calculated based on two global
parameters: the decay rate δ which determines how fast the
activation of a chunk decays over time and the threshold τ

which defines a lower bound on activation values for success-
ful chunk retrieval.

A fundamental assumption of the PMMT is that the pre-
ferred mental model for the two premises is constructed be-
fore the conclusion is presented. That is, the behaviour of
the environment imposes hard deadlines on the timing of the
model: any valid ACT-R model for the PMMT must complete
the processing of all rules needed to construct the preferred
mental model before the next stimulus is presented.

During a task, stimuli are presented to the participants at
fixed points in time. For example, let E1 denote the onset
premise and E2 denote the onset of the conclusion shown at

times t2 and t6, respectively (cf. Figure 3). This is the in-
terval where the second premise has to be processed. Then,
according to the assumption stated above, processing of the
second premise has to be completed within tb := t2− t6 time
units. An ACT-R model for this task in particular needs to
model successful solutions of the task. That is, in an ACT-
R model which is valid wrt. experimental data, the execu-
tion of all rules which are involved in constructing the mental
model must complete in at most tb time units (cf. the top row
of Figure 4). The lower row of Figure 4 shows an abstract
transition graph of a corresponding ACT-R model. Here, we
assume that there is only one request to the declarative mod-
ule by rule r, i.e. a request for the already constructed mental
model comprising premise 1, which has two qualitatively dif-
ferent outcomes: a correct reply (‘4’), and a wrong reply or
no reply at all (‘8’). Now given corresponding rules, if it
is impossible to choose the decay rate δ and the threshold τ

such that t2− ti ≤ tb, then the considered rules definitely do
not constitute a valid (partial) ACT-R model for the PMMT.

Definition. An ACT-R model R is called timing feasible
wrt. cognitive states E1 and E2 and duration tb ∈ IR+

0 if and
only if there exist values for decay rate δ and the threshold
τ such that there is a transition sequence (γ0, t0)

r1−→ . . .
rn−→

(γn, tn) of R and 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n such that γi = E1 and γ j = E2,
and t j− ti ≤ tb.

Analysis Procedure. Timing feasibility can be encoded as
a BMC-formula as discussed above with the goal formula
ϕ = t6 − t2 ≤ tb. Timing is tracked by additional time-
stamp variables added to the encoding of the cognitive states.
The recall time of a chunk from declarative memory de-
pends on the activation of the chunk. We replaced the non-
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E1
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t2
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r

tb

Figure 4: Example sequence of cognitive states (circles) in
between environment event E1 and E2 (rectangles). A cogni-
tive state which leads to a correct reply is denoted by ‘4’, and
a state which leads to a wrong reply or no reply at all as ‘8’.
Label r indicates a state where a retrieval request is posed to
the declarative module by rule r.

deterministic subsymbolic layer used in the previous sections
by a linear approximation of base level learning: A(c, t) =
ln(2)− ln(1−δ)−δ · (t− tc) where tc refers to the first time
a chunk c was presented. This demonstrates that our analysis
approach is not only feasible for the analysis of the symbolic
aspects of ACT-R but integrates well with the analysis of as-
pects of the subsymbolic layer such as activation and retrieval
latency.

Example. Consider the phase of the PMMT shown in Fig-
ure 4. More specifically, consider a rule r which requests the
declarative module for the first mental model chunk when the
second premise is presented at time t2. The ACT-R model
has only one nondeterministic rule r which is ever enabled
between t2 and t6. Then the time to execute the model only
varies wrt. the time for executing r.

SMTInterpol (Christ et al., 2012) checked the resulting
BMC-encoding for timing feasibility again in a fraction of
a second. The satisfying assignment of the reported solution
provides variables for δ and τ that allow a timing feasible ex-
ecution of the model. If we choose the initial activation of the
chunk in memory at time E1 too low, SMTinterpol proves the
example to be timing infeasible.

Note that our approach is not limited to the analysis of sin-
gle rules. Given an upper bound n on the number of rules
possibly executed between two points in time, a similar con-
struction of a BMC-formula is possible.

Validity. For a model with critical timing the ACT-R model
validity problem basically reduces to checking whether, given
a start cognitive state (γ, t) and a goal state (γ′, t ′) there exist
values for δ and τ such that there is a sequence of transitions.
By adding, e.g., constraints on τ and δ to, we can use the same
procedure whether their values lie within a range accepted by
the community. Therefore it may not even be necessary to
write a whole ACT-R model as validity of the model can be
rejected by analysing timing feasibility.

Conclusion
We propose and formally define three new properties of
ACT-R models which, if not satisfied, indicate that the model
does not correctly implement its psychological theory. The
properties characterise the model defects deadlock, incorrect-
ness of the mental model, and timing infeasibility. We present
a method to automatically check a given ACT-R model for the
three properties and thus the presence of defects. Our method
is based on encoding the properties as a satisfiability prob-
lem, which can be analysed by an SMT solver. A proof-of-
concept implementation of the new analysis methods showed
deadlock-freedom and timing feasibility and interestingly un-
covered a previously unknown defect wrt. mental model con-
struction in our running example, a variant of the preferred
mental model theory (Ragni & Knauff, 2013).

We expect the modelling task, that is, the creation of a cor-
rect implementation for a given psychological theory to be-
come much more efficient using our approach as compared
to simulation-based approaches.
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